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There is something about 'valedictory address' that sounds terribly final. For me it conjured up overtones of the gladiator's 'We who are about to die salute you' or even that spine-chilling line about 'Not waving but drowning'. It seemed to demand that I isolate solemn and significant themes from my past and present them, with due pomp and circumstance, in a way which would pay tribute both to my audience's wisdom and to mine.
To this demand I felt a strong resistance. As a confirned optimist I have always found it easier to think about the future, which is so much more comprehensible than the past; and besides, dwelling on the past is an old man's activity for which I do not feel anywhere near ready. Though Trotsky was probably right when he observed in his Diary in Exile that 'old age is the most unexpected of all the things that happen to a man', I still feel far more interested in what I have not done yet than in what has come and gone.
The past and the future do have things in common, thoughin both we do a mixture of what we want to do and what we have to do, and each ofthese to some extent determines the other. When I started in practice 26 years ago I was quickly struck by a strong feeling of ignorance of what I was supposed to be doing. Joining a Balint group brought me a great deal of relief because I found that all the other members shared my confusion, so that in effect there was a whole new world to study that had never been mentioned in the undergraduate curriculum. At the time it seemed as though I was attending that group because I wanted to; looking back I can see that I did it because I had to. Some 10 years after this I left Merseyside to go into academic general practice in Manchester, and there of course I had to do some research. I chose to study the effects of undergraduate education on medical students and I dimly recognized at the time that I was trying to find out what mine had done to me. I could sense that there were strong links between my current self and my pre-student self, but I felt I had become different by the time that I qualified and I thought that it had taken at least five years before I became me again.
One of the things that emerged from this study was a help. On the day that they started in medical school a whole year of 160 students filled in a particular personality test for me, and then completed it again five years later just before finals. The test covered four dimensions of personality, and the only one of these in which I found significant change was one which tried to measure such .things as creativity, delight in using the imagination and curiosity. A high proportion of the year had a greatly reduced score in this dimension; confirming my research hypothesis; I have little doubt that I would have found the same thing in our other medical schools and it is a sad indictment ofa supposedly educational process. I recognized that it was what had happened to me too and I was grateful that the effect seemed to have been no more than temporary. At the time I thought I was doing this study because I wanted to, but looking back it is clear-how much it was because I had to. One reason why I think the finding is so important is that I believe that following the trail of curiosity has led to most of the professional satisfactions I have experienced, and I have chosen this as a suitable theme to illustrate in my terminal address.
In the 1960s a Merseyside general practitioner called Tev Eimerl wrote what I think was the first book about research in general practice'. He called it 'organised curiosity' -an admirable phrase in many ways because it neatly covers the two most important aspects of formal research. Actually there was almost no research going on in general practice at the time, and if the position is rather different today he should probably take some credit for it.
I have since learned just how much organization you do need: reading up your subject, identifying your objectives, creating a suitable design, analysing your results and presenting them clearly. If you do not do things this way, you have little chance of getting the funds you need to support your work. The trouble is that in all this commendable activity something important can easily get lost. Though you have your moments of satisfaction, insidiously the research can become just work, something you are doing because you have to, not because you want to out of curiosity. I am not surprised that research is not a very popular activity among general practitioners; for all sorts of reasons they have chosen a different kind of work, a different kind of responsibility, one that is not very compatible with research as work.
Yet it need not be entirely like this. There is a dimension of fun, of following your nose down unknown trails, of imagination and of luck, which is not very organized at all, and if you recover from the effects of your undergraduate education you can find scope for it as much in general practice as in any other part of medicine.
The black-speckled dolls Towards the end of January 1984 a 16-year-old girl called Sally came to see me in my surgery. She said that her hands got terribly sweaty, particularly when she was working, and that because of the nature of her work this was something of a disaster. It turned out that she made reproduction antique china dolls, and wherever she held a doll's head to paint it after the first firing, black speckles appeared when it was fired again. Since the dolls sold for £700 each, her problem was an expensive one and she wanted to know what she could do about it. She had tried wearing thin rubber gloves and plastic gloves; they prevented the speckling, but she could not do the delicate painting while wearing them. I had no idea what the cause of the trouble was, but as a temporary measure asked her to try putting some 20% aluminium chloride on her hands to stop the sweating. This worked quite well, but again made it difficult for her to paint.
It looked as though we were going to have to find out properly what was going on in order to do anything better, and she agreed to be very patient in what might be quite a long process. I thought she might have some metabolic peculiarity, but after she had attended a Metabolic Unit for seven months it was clear that they were getting nowhere. They were unable to analyse the sweat and they could not find anything unusual in her urine, so I contacted them by phone, suggested that I try elsewhere and asked if they had any ideas about who might be able to get any further. Unfortunately they did not.
In the meanwhile I had tried two other approaches. First, I contacted the people who had trained Sally and still supplied her with clay. I asked if they could tell me the composition of the clay, and after one of the directors had been over to Germany where the clay came from I was sent a long list of metallic oxides which was not much of a help. It did include Se (selenium) and this I thought might be interesting since I had a vague idea that selenides were black. The other approach was to look for someone in occupational medicine to find out if Sally's condition had been described in the literature anywhere. Three experts had never heard of it and could not find it in their books, but the third suggested that I contact a certain doctor in the Employment Medical Advisory Service in the Potteries. This man was very taken by the problem, which was new to him too, and he agreed to ask about it among his acquaintances in the British Ceramic Research Association. This also drew a blank. He liked the idea of selenides, but wondered if Se was a misprint for Sisilicona far more likely component of the clay. I checked with the firm and they rang Germany for me. As he suspected, it should have been Si, so that our one positive idea went out of the window.
We then wondered about sulphides, which are often black. The conversation slowly petered out because we did not know what to think of next, but just as we were saying goodbye he said 'By the way, I don't suppose she eats a lot of garlic does she?'. He explained that garlic has a high sulphur content and I immediately agreed to put the question to Sally. He emphasized that it was a very long shot and insisted that I should not take it too seriously.
However, it turned out that Sally loved garlic and ate it in large quantities. I suggested that she should try going without it for a week and see if this made any difference. It didno garlic, no black speckles.
The doctor in the Potteries was still very dubious and wanted me to get Sally to draw crosses and circles on the clay with her finger tips to see if the speckles came up only where the sweat touched the clay. At this point I had to wait a while because Sally got glandular fever and was ill for a month, and then went abroad for another month. When she came home she tried the experiment and showed that the speckles really did come up only where her fingers had touched the clay. It was now February 1985.
On this evidence the British Ceramic Research Association laboratories agreed to do an elemental analysis ofher sweat if I sent them samples, but since they did not know what to look for apart from sulphur they asked me to find out the chemical composition of garlic. Meanwhile I asked the doctor in the Potteries how best to collect sweat, and he put me on to his secretary who had been involved in collecting sweat from female pottery operatives for lead analysis. She suggested that I should push little pieces of sterile filter paper into Sally's bra with a forceps when she got hot, and promised to send me the paper.
I then looked in the Geigy Scientific Tables2 to find out what was in garlic, and it said that there was no sulphur in it. Rather despairingly I rang our Physiology Department and spoke to a man who was interested in food absorption. He was sure that there was sulphur in garlic but could go no further. So I rang Kew Gardens and spoke to one of the botanists there. He was very helpful and read out a long list of elements from a book for me. It was quite different from the Geigy data, but unfortunately it turned out that the book was written in 1933 and was probably unreliable. Next I rang the Foods Division of the Government Chemists Laboratory and got another long list of elements. This was dated 1939. The scientist there was extremely obliging and said he would do a computer search of the literature for me to look for something more recent.
He found one paper in the Journal of the Indian Chemical Society dated 19803 and another in the current issue of Scientific American4. From these I learned a great deal, including the fact that the composition of garlic depended heavily on the composition ofthe soil it was grown in, and that there was nowadays an increasing problem to do with radioactive strontium. Apparently this is concentrated by garlic, in which it has a long biological residence time as well as a long half-life. Sulphur turned out to be a most important constituent.
I rang the scientist to thank him, and just as he was putting the telephone down he said 'Did you say you were at St Mary's? Why are you asking me all this when you have an expert on sulphur metabolism in your own Pharmacology Department?' This proved to be Dr Stephen Mitchell, who had recently published a paper that was highly relevant5. Using Mucodyne capsules (Berk Pharmaceuticals Ltd) which contain sulphur in a chemically very handy form, he and his colleagues had shown that while most people cope with ingested sulphur by a process of sulphoxidation and excrete the compounds in the urine, a small proportion of the population is relatively unable to do this and excretes volatile sulphides in the sweat. The cause is probably genetic.
Sally collaborated by staying home on two consecutive Sundays to collect 8-hour urine samples, once after taking Mucodyne and once not. She had to keep the urine in the deep freeze and then rush it over to me to take to the Pharmacology Laboratory. The analyses showed that she was one of those few people who cannot excrete sulphur in the urine.
Then we repeated the urine tests both on and off garlic, collecting sweat each time as well; I left the exact method of collection to Sally as she was a resourceful girl and had ideas about where to put the filter paper herself.
The urine again showed no sulphur, either on or off garlic. The sweat samples were analysed in Birmingham, using mass spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence, by a biochemist and a geologist who were friends of Dr Mitchell. We had to wait quite a long time for the results but they were worth waiting for: there were many organic sulphides in the garlic sample and none in the other. One side ofthe equation was now clear and our attention turned to the clay.
Analysed by X-ray fluorescence, this turned out to be very rich in iron and manganese. The black speckles consisted of iron and sulphides, neither of which was present in adjacent unspeckled areas of the clay.
We think we now have the story clear: Sally eats a lot of sulphur-containing garlic and excretes the sulphur in her sweat, the sulphides combine with the iron in the clay she uses, and the result is black speckles. The outcome is preventable by stopping her sweating (interestingly Martindale's Pharmacopoiea says that garlic makes you sweat), stopping the sweat from touching the clay, stopping eating garlic, or using clay that contains less iron. The saga has taken nearly two years to unfold, has been both frustrating and fascinating and has led me to learn all sorts of things about garlic. The two turning points in the story both came as 'by the ways' at the end of a telephone conversation. I probably have one of the few patients in the country who cannot sulphoxidize, eats a lot of garlic, makes reproduction antique dolls and uses an unusual sort of clay, but even if the new syndrome we can now describe is not quite as important as the discovery of penicillin or the double helix, I do not mind. It has given me a lot of fun and satisfaction, led me into all sorts of places and disciplines I know absolutely nothing about, and I would not have missed the experience for anything. I really do feel that my curiosity, unorganized as it was, has been amply rewarded. It is in the nature of these things that in the formal publication of this case6 everything is made to seem extremely organized.
Osteoarthritis, depression and the weather My second story started with organization and will certainly require a great deal more of it to get any answers, but just at the moment it is at a point where nothing is clear and my curiosity is very thoroughly aroused.
In 1978 I found seven practices who were willing to record all their clinical activities on special forms and let me have the data to put on a computer. They kept this up most conscientiously for a couple of years, from 1979 to 1981, and by 1983 my computer programmer was inundating me with piles of printout. I looked first at some areas I was particularly interested in at the time and then wondered what else I could do with this mine of new information. With nothing very special in mind I asked the programmer for an analysis of the numbers of consultations per month for about 50 different conditions. First I looked at hay fever, because I thought this would be a good rough test of the validity of the data. It showed just what it ought to have shown and this encouraged me. Next I came upon something which, when plotted on a graph, made me burst out laughingthe consultations for obesity. These went up rapidly after the excesses of the Christmas season to reach a peak in February, fell off pretty quickly but went up in May as people started thinking about lying around in bikinis on their summer holidays, went right down in the summer, showed a little guilty activity in October, and virtually disappeared before Christmas. It was pleasing to find such commonsense meanings in an apparently dry set of statistics.
I turned to depression which has long been known from hospital data and suicide statistics to peak in spring, many of the studies also showing a second peak six months later. I found this bimodal pattern in my own datathe first time that it has been demonstrated from general practice, where depression is not quite the same as that recognized by psychiatrists.
The really interesting finding, however, came with osteoarthritis, the-49th diagnosis I looked at. Here was another bimodal pattern, and totally unexpectedly the highest month for consultations by far was May with another smaller peak in November. I mentioned this to many experienced general practitioners and to all the rheumatologists I knew, and everyone thought it must be wrong. I searched the literature extensively, and there was not even a hint of it. It all seemed very odd, particularly as my figures were statistically significant.
Then I found some American work published in the early 1960s which showed that under laboratory conditions osteoarthritis was particularly likely to be painful when the relative humidity was rising at the same time as the barometric pressure was falling7'8. I sought the help of the Meteorological Offices in Bracknell and found a sympathetic scientist there. I said to him: 'If you had a medical condition which was most troublesome when the barometer was falling while the relative humidity was rising, in which months would you expect it to be particularly bad?' 'Oh' he said, 'probably in May and November'. It was a lovely moment.
The College Journal published my findings in August 19849 and this led to interviews on the radio and TV. I was deluged with letters from the publicfrom people who had thought they were odd because their arthritis was worst in May, from people who had checked with their diaries and agreed with my finding, and even from someone who thought that doctors must be pretty ignorant if they did not already know that May was the worst month.
I am still writing to many ofthese people and asking them questions. One idea possibly emerging is that of all the many kinds of pain which osteoarthritis produces, the one most commonly associated with weather changes is short stabbing pains. The numbers are much too small yet to be sure, but any kind of a lead at this stage may be useful.
I had a fascinating letter from a general practitioner called Irvine Loudon, who is also a medical historian. He heard me on the radio and reasoned that since physicians in the 18th century were obsessed with the effects of weather on disease, it might be worth going back to the writings of that period. He came up with a quotation from a medical dictionary of 1807 which stated that the 'rheumatismus' was at its worst in late spring and late autumn1, so my finding is not as original as I thought. It had just got lost to medicine in the last 200 years.
Even so, I needed to get some confirmation and I thought of two sources. One was DHSS monthly prescription figures, and these clearly showed peaks in spring and autumn for dispensed antiprostaglandins. The second was the Office of Population Surveys and Censuses (OPCS), which publishes the morbidity data of a very large group of general practices from time to time, and keeps figures from other years too. These were difficult to interpret because they date only first consultations for any given diagnosis, no matter how many years a patient is at risk, and because the practices and patients change from time to time. I enlisted the help of a statistician who was able to perform amazing feats for me; the outcome was just what I hoped-my findings were confirmed again". This has been very satisfying, but I still have nothing of great practical use though I am certainly still full of curiosity. As far as osteoarthritis is concerned, I am sure that the weather is important, so with the help of a meteorologist I am planning a study in which a large group of patients will keep daily diaries which we can analyse against a whole range of meteorological variables. I am also talking to a rheumatologist from Bristol and a physiologist from the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine at Farnborough about ways in which we can try to investigate just how the weather actually causes osteoarthritis to be painful. This is a real mystery. One very eminent expert on arthritis whom I went to see consoled me by saying that nobody knows very much about osteoarthritis anyway. It may represent something different in every joint and it may be no more than a term we use in our current state of ignorance to label the effects of several pathological processes. He said that he was quite unable to define it and he thought that I would be more likely to discover something useful if I confined my attentions to one joint only. I have no idea where either the meteorological approach or the physiological approach may lead me, but I am certainly curious to find out.
As for depression, I followed up with some work on the monthly prescribing figures for antidepressants and on the OPCS morbidity recordings from general practice, and found that the picture is just like the one we have from studies of hospital admissions and suicide statistics'2. The spring peak is convincing and pretty consistent, but the autumn peak is far less reliableit is small and it shifts from month to month each year, as though some variable precipitating factor is at work. This-could be to do with the weather again or perhaps it is related to hours of daylight. Some Swiss workers who looked in 1977 at seasonal variation in various biochemicals like tryptophan, platelet serotonin, plasma dopamine and plasma melatonin in healthy, non-depressed people, found that some of these substances regularly increased each spring and autumn, while others went up only in the spring'3. What all this means I have not the faintest idea, but I suspect that any attempt to unravel it will need some input from general practice that covers the sort of depressed patients we do not refer for specialist help. I think I could easily get curious about this too.
Conclusion
You may well be feeling that my stories tell you something about me but that they have very little to do with general practice. Perhaps this is true, though all the trails I pick up do start there and will presumably lead back there in the end. On the way, I keep finding myself in strange worlds where other people talk expertly about phenomena like sulphoxi-dation, the effects of electromagnetic fields on the microcirculation, technetium bone scans and platelet serotonin uptake, none of which I know anything about. I often feel that curiosity should carry a government health warning.
And yet it is not so very different from the desire to understand, which is an indispensable characteristic of every good general practitioner: a desire which keeps him, and perhaps some of his patients, alive throughout his professional career. Maybe it is just that different things switch different people on, and the time to get out is when nothing switches you on.
Dylan Thomas wrote about how disappointed he was as a child when someone gave him a book about the wasp 'which told me everything about it except why'. I do not pretend that we can follow anything to that level or that we should paralyse ourselves with the riddle of the universe, but I do understand the frustration he felt. If you get into some ridiculous positions when curiosity pulls you along by the nose, it does not really matter. Style is not everything.
Well, there you have it. I found my theme and I have presented it to you, though I hope without too much pomp and circumstance. You may have heard of the little boy whose behaviour caused his mother to warn him that 'Curiosity killed the cat'. His reply could not, I think, be bettered: 'Mummy, what did the cat want to know?'.
